Featuring four premium 12” Celestion drivers and full stereo capability, the all new USA-made Peavey Invective™ 412 Cabinet is perfectly suited for use with the new Invective 120 Head. This cabinet was specifically voiced to reproduce the most revered modern metal sounds ranging from woody and clean to the most extreme high gain tones. Solid 3/4” (1” stock) fingerjointed pine construction, removable EDL casters, and premium components throughout insure extreme road worthiness and reliability. The use of solid pine results in the most responsive dynamics imaginable and the compliment of the metal-standard Celestion Vintage 30 paired (in an X pattern) with the new Creamback G12H-75 result in what many have already described as “the best cabinet I’ve ever heard”. In STEREO mode, you get a left/right configuration rated at 8 Ohms per side at over 120W(rms) per side. In MONO mode, it becomes a 16 Ohm cabinet capable of handling 240W(rms) of Earth-shattering power.

Power Handling:  
240 Watts Mono  
120 Watts/channel Stereo

Impedance:  
Mono - 16 Ohms  
Stereo - 8 Ohms per side

Transducer Compliment:  
Two Celestion Vintage 30 (8 Ohms)  
Two Celestion Creamback G12H-75 (8 Ohms)

Input Connections:  
1/4” inputs with stereo/mono switch

Weight - 94.36 lb
Dimensions - 31.5”W x 17.75”D x 34.75”H
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